For Online Registration Page

A block of rooms have been reserved at per diem rate for the conference. If you would like to reserve a room, please click this link: https://resweb.passkey.com/go/NISTdisasterresiliencemeeting

For transportation from the OKC Airport
After you have made a room reservation, you will be able to reserve the NCED Conference Center Shuttle that can pick you up at the OKC Airport. The shuttle reservation link will be provided in your room confirmation email. Reservations are required to ride the shuttle and you must make a reservation at least 48 hours prior to using it. To minimize wait times, please make reservations early as possible. Transportation from NCED to the airport leaves on the hour starting at 4 AM with a reservation. Shuttle departure time must be at least 2 hours prior to flight time. Travel time between the airport and NCED is generally 45 minutes. However travel times may be greater depending upon traffic conditions and stops en route. The white vans and white/blue stripe bus labeled NCED Shuttle Service can be found outside of the baggage claim, on the lower level left hand side where the courtesy van pickup is located.

The shuttle cost is $25 one way or $50 for a round trip.